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Preface and Acknowledgements
When digitizing a box of old newspaper clippings some ten years ago, I stopped to read through a 1990
article about citizens opposing petroleum exploration in the Fraser Valley. I couldn’t remember anything
about the issue. Neither could colleagues of mine in Vancouver City who followed various natural
resource controversies long ago. The subject had caught my eye because of my interest since February
2010 in hydraulic fracturing (‘fracking’) and groundwater contamination in western Canada and
elsewhere (Stop Fracking British Columbia, within the website www.bctwa.org). Upstream petroleum
development and fracking in British Columbia takes place in the northeast corner of the province, far
away from the large population centres. This older controversy, however, had been at my doorstep.
The issue nagged away at me over the years until I got the ball rolling by visiting the Langley Times
newspaper office on March 19, 2018. With kind permission to review old newspaper binders and without
any understanding of the timelines, my ink-stained fingers stumbled across early accounts from 1981 to
1991. I photographed as much as I could. Back at home I read through the articles. That’s about as far as I
got, and the matter lay dormant until sometime in early 2020 when I became determined to track down Al
Vickers, the former chairman of The Friends of the Fraser Valley. He was surprised that I had found him,
an escapee from his past involvements and outspokenness, living now far away from the Lower Mainland,
and puzzled as to why anyone would take an interest in a subject thirty years old. Unfortunately, I arrived
too late, as Vickers had only a few years prior disposed of all his primary archived files, documents,
videotapes, photos, etc.
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Undaunted by this loss of records and information, I decided to jump in and to seriously investigate the
story by December 2020. I began by interviewing Al Vickers, Margaret Ormston, Glen Breaks and Bruce
Standeven (who sent me a copy of his old cartoon, shown above). Many others had already died. I
travelled to Breaks’ residence, who later sent me a few records, audio and video tapes. Little remained
other than personal recollections of a big and serious public battle. I also made calls to the State of Illinois
to track down the story of Long Point resident Lodene Clark, a person and subject of intrigue that the
Friends of the Fraser Valley brought to the attention of the media and the Anderson Commission in the
latter part of 1990.
With little material to examine outside of newspaper collections, I inquired about government records for
the 1990-1991 David Anderson Royal Commission on petroleum exploration in the Fraser Valley. The
Provincial Archives informed me in early 2021 that it didn’t have the records, so I made inquiries with the
Ministry of Energy which had overseen the Commission, the information office of which also later stated
that those records were nowhere to be found. Baffled and stumped, I then asked the Provincial Archives
to take a second look. Turns out, the B.C. Archives had the Commission records. I was informed that the
records had remained in an uncatalogued and unexamined state for 27 years, and that the Ministry of
Energy transferred the eleven boxes to the Archives in 1994! Curious, I later asked an archivist how many
other records were in a similar uncatalogued state. Answer: almost 50,000! I couldn’t believe my ears.
That is an astounding figure, and a very serious problem for researchers.
I made two, four-day visits
to the Archives in June and
November 2021, where I
digitized and made wordsearchable some 10,000
pages, including the nine
volumes of Commission
Technical Hearing
transcripts. I also made
copies of the June to July
1990 audio recordings of the
Commission’s public
hearings.
Being the first and only
citizen to examine the
records since 1991, ahead of
me lay a daunting task to
unearth and unravel the
story. Glen Breaks, now in
his retirement, and a key
participant with the former Friends of the Fraser Valley, would become my personal guide with whom I
would randomly call and ask key questions which he kindly answered.
In early assessment of the information, I decided on a draft subtitle, The Three Waves, to best characterize
the three historical phases from the late 1970s to the early 1990s on Fraser Valley oil and gas exploration
and proposals for underground gas storage. When I discovered a prior exploration wave from 1948 to
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1964, causing an unexpected threemonths of added research, I then
changed my subtitle to The Four
Waves. That research led to
discovering yet another and
originating phase from about 1914
to 1924, causing the subtitle to be
finally changed to The Five Waves.
I discovered that I was not the only
one to have characterized oil and
gas exploration in the Fraser Valley
as “waves.” One staff member with
the Ministry of Energy, Mines and
Petroleum Resources in charge of preparing petroleum exploration information and history to the David
Anderson Commission had also adopted the term, correctly referring to the “early to late 1950s” as the
“second wave.”
I wish to thank Glen and Gina Breaks for their kind help and assistance, and for allowing me to stir and
bring up some old, uncomfortable matters and memories. Thanks to Margaret Ormston, Al Vickers, and
Bruce Standeven for their recollections.

I am grateful to The Friends of the Fraser Valley for their dedication and persistence in fighting ‘the good
fight,’ for bravely taking on big petroleum and government, for protecting their families, their homes,
their farms, their animals and livestock, their water, their air, and the Fraser Valley.
Will Koop,
August 13, 2020.
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Dedication to Joyce Nelson
This report on petroleum exploration in the Fraser Valley is
dedicated to Joyce Nelson, who recently passed away on
January 4, 2022.
I first witnessed Joyce speak at the 1993 Take Back the News
conference in Vancouver at the former Robson Square Theatre.
Just before her presentation, she asked audience participants
that all recording equipment be shut off, in case of legal
retribution by her named sources. I reluctantly turned off my,
then recently purchased, Sony Hi-8 camcorder.

The next time I saw Joyce was at a quarterly meeting of the
B.C. Environmental Network in Gibsons in about 1996, where
she gave a presentation. She showed us a corporate pamphlet
somehow procured on secret plans to make British Columbia a
central resource and energy switching station (oil, gas, electricity, fresh water). That riveting presentation
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awakened my perceptions of the bigger global inter-corporate picture, the outlandish designs by some
conniving elites to systematically dominate the earth’s resource capital, no matter what the cost!
One of her books, Sultans of Sleaze, was pivotal in revealing for me the intrigue behind the forest industry
complex hiring Burson Marstellar to influence, in part, the Vancouver Sun newspaper editorial board in
1991 following, whilst creating the B.C. Forest Alliance, which, among many other prominent characters,
B.C. Liberal leader Gordon Campbell, the former Mayor of Vancouver, and later Premier, became a
willing and conniving puppet. The national disgust and public anger of forest corporations’ cumulative
clearcutting practices, the overcutting pillage and rape of B.C.’s forests, had to be manipulated and
managed by a new, comprehensive public relations strategy.
Because of the risky nature of her investigative assessments and critiques in publications, news articles
and books of corporate empires and representatives, at some point Joyce had to leave British Columbia to
settle elsewhere to find a means of income. Years later I tracked her down in Toronto and then maintained
contact by telephone and email.
She was an amazing, important and gifted researcher, an articulate writer, a well-grounded, warm and
sincere person with a wonderful voice and an alert and probing mind. I enjoyed our conversations that we
shared on the plight of our planet, and about this and that. Joyce is greatly missed.
Will Koop,
July 23, 2022.

The following was retrieved from Joyce Nelson’s obituary in the Globe and Mail.
JOYCE DOROTHY NELSON. February 24, 1945 - January 4, 2022. Joyce passed away at Michael
Garron Hospital in Toronto after a brief illness. She will be greatly missed by siblings and extended
family members in the USA, and many friends and colleagues across Canada. Joyce was born in the USA
but had lived in Canada for many decades. Joyce was an environmental activist, cultural critic,
investigative journalist and poet who produced a volume of work that can be accessed at this link
https://g.co/kgs/k8YUbc. Joyce was also an accomplished visual artist and a member of the Beach Guild
of Fine Art https://www.beachguildoffineart.com/. At Joyce's request her body has been donated to
medical research. There will not be a memorial at this time, but donations to charities in Ontario
supporting refugees or homeless people would be in line with Joyce's wishes. Joyce's brave heart will stay
present with us through her work and our memories.
The following was retrieved from Joyce Nelson’s website.
Joyce Nelson is an award-winning freelance writer/researcher whose seventh book was published in April
2018. Entitled Bypassing Dystopia: Hope-filled Challenges to Corporate Rule, the book can be ordered
from Watershed Sentinel Books now.
Bypassing Dystopia is the sequel to Beyond Banksters: Resisting the New Feudalism, which was
published in November 2016 and is now in its fourth printing. Beyond Banksters can also be ordered from
Watershed Sentinel.
Nelson's previous books include: The Perfect Machine: TV in the Nuclear Age; The Colonized Eye:
Rethinking the Grierson Legend; Sultans of Sleaze: Public Relations & The Media; Sign Crimes/Roadkill:
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From Mediascape to Landscape; and Seeing in the Dark (poetry). She has written hundreds of articles and
essays published in a wide range of magazines, newspapers and websites. Her written work has been
anthologized in ten books published in both Canada and the U.S.
Nelson was given an award for her writing by the Vancouver Island Human Rights Society and on three
occasions her articles have been selected by Project Censored Canada (now NewsWatch Canada) for their
Top Ten “significant but under-reported” stories of the year.
In addition, Nelson has created 23 hours of radio documentary for CBC Ideas, all of which were rebroadcast by popular demand, and she won 2nd Prize for Radio Drama in the CBC Literary Competition.
She has also taught at Queen's University and the University of Victoria.
Nelson writes regularly for The Watershed Sentinel, Counterpunch, and other publications. She is also a
visual artist and member of the Beach Guild of Fine Art in Toronto, Canada.
The following was retrieved from the website, rabble.ca
In memoriam: Joyce Nelson, by Kim Elliott January 13, 2022
Nelson was a long-time and stellar contributor to rabble.ca — never more so than over the past year when
she turned her attention to the climate emergency, exposing the dangerous liaisons between corporate
interests and elements of the green economy.
It is with great sadness that the rabble.ca community mourns the loss of author and rabble contributor,
Joyce Nelson, who passed away in hospital following an illness last week in Toronto.
Nelson was the author of seven books and many hundreds of
articles and essays published by a variety of magazines and
websites—including The Watershed Sentinel and the Canadian
Centre for Policy Alternatives. Over her more than 30 years as a
full-time writer, Nelson’s work appeared in at least 25 booklength anthologies published in Canada and the United States.
She also created 23 hours of radio documentaries for CBC Ideas,
all re-broadcast by popular demand. A sought-after speaker, she
lectured at locales as diverse as the Banff Centre for the Arts and
Harvard University. Joyce taught at Queen’s University and the
University of Victoria. She was also an artist and fiction writer,
as can be gleaned on her website.
Nelson was a long-time and stellar contributor to rabble.ca—
never more so than over the past year when she turned her
attention to the climate emergency. Nelson exposed the dangerous liaisons between corporate interests
and elements of the green economy, and Canada’s role in the world, in pieces on such diverse issues as
Tech workers challenge the giants who employ them, Big Plastic’s trashy lawsuit, Canada’s ancient
forests are being turned into toilet paper, and Sri Lanka shipping disaster and Canadian consumerism.
Nelson never shied away from human rights, challenging the media for its reporting on Gaza in a piece
published last spring. However, the topics she focused on most were the environmental impact of military
spending and the risk posed by nuclear reactors.
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Her final piece, published in November 2021, addressed the terrible paradox of green energy transition,
where she warned, “The metals and minerals needed to conduct this transition will result in a drastic
increase in environmentally dirty mining. The global energy transition is perhaps more red than green
after all.”
For many, Nelson is best known for her book Beyond Banksters: Resisting the New Feudalism. Published
in 2016, Beyond Banksters has been described by Gordon Laxer as “a hard-hitting, well-researched, fastpaced exposure of the usually hidden world of Canadian and international banks.” Joel Bakan described it
as “a powerful and chilling investigation into an emerging global oligarchy of banks and corporations.”
The late journalist Ed Finn’s review perhaps best summarized Nelson’s style:
“Over the course of my 70-plus years as a journalist, I’ve reviewed hundreds of books, many of them
informative and educational. But Joyce Nelson’s Beyond Banksters, which I’ve just finished reading, is
not only the most enlightening book I’ve ever reviewed, but by far the most challenging. It’s not that it’s
difficult to read. Far from it. Joyce is renowned for both the clarity of her prose and for her meticulous
research, both of which are on display in this, her latest blockbuster. The challenge it poses to a
prospective reviewer is that its succinct 164 pages are jam-packed with vital facts, figures, insights and
revelations. So many that it’s impossible to adequately summarize it in a standard book review.”
We encourage everyone to read and share Joyce Nelson’s work. We know her wonderful writing and
commentary will continue to be an important part of Canadian critical thinking and writing. Joyce will be
greatly missed. Our deepest condolences to her family, friends and community.
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Introduction and Summary
Many readers may be surprised to learn that there were oil and gas well operations in British Columbia’s
Fraser Valley and Lower Mainland areas, within valley-bottom lands from the Town of Chilliwack
westward to the municipalities of Metro Vancouver alongside the Strait of Georgia. There were also
drilling projects on some Gulf Islands in the southern half of the Georgia Strait and on adjacent lands on
eastern Vancouver Island. These programs were licensed through the blessings of the provincial
government, in a geologic zone identified as the Georgia Sedimentary Basin.

Terrestrial seismic studies were later conducted from 1977 through to 1989 – technical evaluations for
determining and mapping underground geologic structures – which fiercely shook up or vibrated lands in
the Fraser Valley and east Vancouver Island by specialized, highly powered diesel trucks.
Almost all these ventures occurred within what this report refers to as “the five waves” of petroleum
exploration:
•
•
•
•
•

1914 to 1924 – Richmond area, Burnaby, Pitt Meadows, Abbotsford
1940s to 1964 – Richmond, Delta, Surrey, Abbotsford, Gulf Islands
1977 to 1979 – Surrey, Delta, Langley
1981 to 1986 – Lower Mainland, Fraser Valley, east Vancouver Island
1989 to 1994 – Delta, Langley, and Aldergrove
1

The five waves occurred within periods of unprecedented industrial expansionism, the transformation of
‘undeveloped’ lands by networks of entrepreneurial, colonial business empires, the multi-development of
inter-connected urban centres within the continent of North America.
Described in Chapter Two, the 1950s was perhaps the most intense period, when gas and oil pipeline
connectors were constructed to strategically link up the new industrial realms. And it was within the last
three waves that public concerns and opposition became more pronounced in southwestern British
Columbia, particularly the final wave, the focus of this report, when citizenry organized and shouted No!
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In the 1950s, the B.C. Electric Company, a former private sector provincial utility corporation and a
subsidiary of the Power Corporation of Canada, sought to find an underground gas storage facility in the
Lower Mainland / Fraser Valley. The proposal occurred during the investor-frenzied and speculative
petroleum rush in western Canada to harness the spoils from northeast B.C. and northwest Alberta by way
of new provincial and federally approved oil and gas pipeline corridors to the metropolitan Lower
Mainland and other export market destinations in northwestern United States.
In this rush, B.C. Electric’s corporate directors proposed to store methane from Westcoast Transmission
Company’s new 800-mile natural gas pipeline that was completed in 1957. After years of promotional
tests, B.C. Electric’s subsidiaries failed to find a functionable underground storage site in both the Fraser
Valley and just across the American border within northwest Washington State.
North America’s, and the world’s, first underground methane storage facility was established in southern
Ontario in 1915, a storage method quickly adopted by the petroleum downstream delivery sector in the
United States. By 1980, there were some 400 underground storage facilities in the U.S.A., most of which
were in the American northeast. The big storage companies, however, encountered problems. Some of the
facilities were leaking, because the artificially-induced pressurized gas was making its way back upwards
– ‘migrating’ – through corridor cracks in the underground ‘caprock.’ This of course created problems for
inhabitants on the surface – the migrating gas contaminating drinking water, poisoning agricultural crops,
and posing dangerous explosive risks to building structures. Such were the experiences of some.
Many of these ‘problems’ went unreported and were covered up by industry, with most professionals in
the storage business simply towing the ‘company and industry line.’ Some admitted there were problems,
and those that did often stated that the risks were worth the trouble. It wasn’t until 1993 that an academic,
peer-reviewed paper published in the January 11, 1993, edition of the Journal of Petroleum Science and
Engineering frankly and reluctantly admitted there were gas migration problems associated with storage
developments in proximity to population centres.
In the 1970s, when B.C. Electric’s successor, B.C. Hydro and Power Authority (B.C. Hydro), began
efforts a second time to locate an underground storage site in the western half of the Fraser Valley, the
public corporation now ran into trouble (Chapter 3). Its consultants raised the red flag of groundwater
contamination, linking concerns about exploration drilling to gas migration. With a population boom
underway in the municipality of Surrey, municipal council opposed both seismic surveys and the proposal
in its territory.
After government rejected the underground
proposal, B.C. Hydro soon sought an
alternative. It proposed to construct a
Liquified Natural Gas (LNG) storage
facility at the east end of the Burrard Inlet,
just next door to the municipalities of
Anmore and Port Moody (Chapter 4). The
public and the media quickly raised
legitimate concerns about the dangers
associated with LNG storage, shutting down
Hydro’s proposal once again.
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By the second half of the 1980s, and with the emergence of new provincial Energy Minister Jack Davis, a
big friend of big business, he gifted the Fraser Valley to industry for petroleum exploration and
underground gas storage (Chapter 5, 5-1, 5-7). The matter would incite acrimonious public opposition,
despite the findings from Dynamic Oil Ltd.’s consulting firm which conducted two sociological profile
reports in the municipal regions of Surrey and Langley. Dynamic’s consultants advised that although the
probability of public revolt was not remote it was not projected to be a significant problem (Chapter 5-7).
The opposite occurred, with the birth of The Friends of the Fraser Valley in February 1990 (Chapter 5-9).
The Friends, a mix of professional, talented and concerned volunteer citizenry, quickly influenced local
municipalities to oppose both drilling and storage. Over time, the organization grew to over 2,000
members.

This public opposition, which originated and quickly grew in the municipalities of Langley and
Aldergrove, swayed the two Langley provincial riding politicians who were also Social Credit Party
Cabinet members. Premier Bill Vander Zalm’s administration then ordered the Ministry of Energy to
immediately conduct a Public Inquiry on petroleum exploration in the Fraser Valley. The Friends
remained suspicious of government’s intentions, stating that its Commission Inquiry was a stalling tactic,
merely a formal procedure through which it would nevertheless grant the big nod to petroleum
exploration and gas storage.
4

David Anderson was appointed Commissioner in May 1990 (Chapter 5-12) who was contracted to
complete a final report by the end of September 1990. Anderson, a former staff member with Canada’s
External Affairs department (1962-1967), a former federal Liberal Party Member of Parliament (19681972), and former elected head of the B.C. provincial Liberal Party (1972-1975), ran into ‘problems,’
delaying the release of his final report on
February 1, 1991, four long and agonizing
months beyond his contracted deadline.
As the Inquiry began, one of the two
petroleum industry consortiums, the
partners being B.C. Gas Inc., Conoco
Canada Ltd., and Dynamic Oil Ltd.,
adopted the name Fraser Valley Gas
Project. The consortium initiated a public
relations campaign and opened a
‘community’ office. A member of that
consortium, B.C. Gas Inc., a company
formerly called Inland Gas with most of
its previous utility operations in B.C.’s
Interior, played a central role in pushing
for drilling and underground gas storage.
B.C. Gas, now with numerous
subsidiaries, had recently acquired B.C.
Hydro’s Gas Division in 1988 (part of the
Social Credit government’s controversial
policy for privatization of public assets),
by offering the highest recorded purchase
for a public utility in North America.
Glen Breaks, a volunteer core member of
The Friends of the Fraser Valley, began
researching the technical literature of the
petroleum industry. He retrieved
information on environmental impacts and
repercussions of upstream petroleum
development and downstream underground
gas storage in the United States. His findings,
alongside research findings from other
Friends’ volunteers, helped to critically
challenge the Fraser Valley Gas Project, the
Anderson Commission, the B.C. Utilities
Commission, and the Ministry of Energy,
Mines and Petroleum. The Friends did so
relentlessly through newspaper articles and
letters to the editor, in television news
5

coverage, and with public donations that
paid for newspaper advertisements, public
demonstrations, public meetings and
forums. And they persisted by raising
concerns during the Commission’s public
hearings and technical meetings.
In August 1990, B.C. Gas, its legal firm,
and its American consultant, played
hardball with Glen Breaks’ research
information, his reputation, and his
engineering American informant (Chapter
5-21). That’s when things began to get
ugly. Breaks’ key findings were based on
information linking the dangers of leaking
gas from underground storage to
proximity of population centres which he
weaned from top American reservoir
engineering experts and literature. His
findings were a direct threat to B.C. Gas’s
interests, findings that otherwise
contradicted the petroleum consortium’s
repeated assurances to the public.
Breaks’ industry informant suddenly
recanted, leaving him and The Friends in
the lurch. This occurred during the middle
of the Commission’s Preparatory
Technical Sessions (August 13 to 25), and just prior to the Commission’s
Technical Hearings (August 27 to September 6). On the evening of
September 4, two days before the last Technical Hearing, The Friends
announced in front of the Commissioner’s Hearing assembly, and with
the media in tow, that their organization was officially abstaining and
boycotting the Commission, a direct result of the consortium leaning on
their academic informant.
Commissioner Anderson and Commission counsel Douglas MacAdams
were privately furious! Because of the accusation by the Friends, they
suspended the Commission Inquiry after the September 6, 1990,
Technical Hearing and obtained government approval and funding for a
separate quasi-legal sub-Inquiry into Allegations of Witness Tampering,
delaying the Commission’s responsibilities by two extra months! They
declared war on The Friends.
The boycott caught media attention, and shortly thereafter information
was published in the newspapers about an American woman in the State
of Illinois, Lodene Clark, another of Glen Breaks’ research informants,
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who’s farmland, home, groundwater, and outbuildings in Long Point, Illinois, were surrounded by
leaking, migrating gas from underground storage, leaking, in fact, since the 1960s (Chapter 5-21, 5-24).
This was the same American State that Breaks’ expert informant operated in, the same State that The
Friends warned the Commission about gas migration and liability issues before David Anderson’s July
1990 special tour of underground storage sites in the United States, a State Anderson subsequently failed
to visit and make formal inquiries about (Chapter 5-20). Thirty years later, an Illinois television station,
WCIA 03, investigated Nicor Gas Company’s leaking gas storage facilities (Chapter 5-25).

As the focus of Commission attention shifted toward the State of
Illinois, Commissioner Anderson and counsel Douglas MacAdams
made a special visitation to Illinois just before the Commission’s
Allegations Hearing on October 22. There, the duo privately met
with Glen Break’s professional reservoir engineer informant,
Walter Rzepczynski (Chapter 5-23), who later sent the
Commission a lengthy affidavit.
The Friends refused to participate in the October 22 special
Allegations Hearing. At that Hearing, Commissioner Anderson
ruled that there was no evidence of ‘hanky panky’ by anyone from
industry, government or the private sector upon the Illinois
engineer. Anderson one-sidedly concluded that the Friends had
fabricated the information and misled the public. However, the
media would remain unconvinced of the Commission’s Allegations rulings.
The Commission’s harsh and retaliatory Allegations Inquiry rulings failed to deter The Friends. Two
things resulted. Glen Breaks filed a complaint with the Law Society of B.C. against Commission counsel
Douglas MacAdams, which included a complaint of misconduct involving defamation (Chapter 5-26).
Secondly, the Friends organized a large public meeting on November 27, 1990, which over 600 people
attended (Chapter 5-24). At the energetic meeting/rally, the Friends denounced the Commission, and
Lodene Clark from Illinois, who the Friends invited for the occasion, spoke about her tribulations of
leaking gas. Her testimony made the media headlines.
The Commission eventually released its final report On February 1, 1991, in which Commissioner
Anderson gave his blessings for exploration drilling and gas storage (Chapter 5-27). Revealed at the end
of Chapter 5-20, in sub-section The Shaping of Commissioner Anderson’s Bias, the Commission’s final
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report admitted that Anderson had already made up his mind favoring gas storage prior to the Technical
Hearings that began on August 27.
On the very same day, and moments after the Commission’s February 1st news release, Energy Minister
Jack Davis issued a single sentence news release: “there would be NO DRILLING FOR
UNDERGROUND GAS STORAGE in the Fraser Valley.” Because of an impending provincial election,
compounded by intense public pressure against drilling and storage, government countered Commissioner
Anderson’s storage recommendation.
In mid-1991, three months before the provincial election, new Social Credit Energy Minister Jack
Weisgerber announced his approval of a demonstration exploration drilling site in the municipality of east
Delta (Chapter 5-29). The company released the drilling results in early October 1991, two weeks before
the provincial election. As was the case with all previous exploration drilling operations in the Lower
Mainland and Fraser Valley over the previous eighty years, the petroleum consortium came up ‘dry’ – no
gas, no oil.
Under a new NDP administration, Energy Minister Anne Edwards announced in August 1992 her
approval for the drilling of two more exploration sites in the municipalities of Langley and Aldergrove.
As The Friends and politicians noted, in 1991, prior to the provincial election, NDP’s Premier Mike
Harcourt promised the voters “a moratorium on natural gas exploration and storage in the Fraser Valley.”
The two wells were eventually drilled in 1993, after the consortium made an agreement with a new
drilling partner, Stateside Energy Corp. Once again, both results came up dry.
In April 1994, the Ministry of Energy released a discussion paper which included recommendations to
rule out future gas storage proposals in the Fraser Valley. The information was summarized in an April
20, 1994, Abbotsford News article, Gas storage ruled out – ‘Friends’ gain victory in a long battle:
Underground storage of natural gas has been permanently ruled out in Langley. The decision was
made in a discussion paper on the supply and deliverability of natural gas, prepared by the Ministry
of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources.
Drilling for gas was vigorously fought by the 2,000 strong Friends of the Fraser Valley group which
was formed four years ago. One of the Friends’ prime incentives to fight drilling was their
contention that the true agenda of a consortium of companies was to store natural gas in the ground,
not to drill for it, as they contended, to meet growing demand for the fuel.
That storage was the real itinerary of Conoco Canada, Dynamic Oil and Stateside Energy Ltd. is
reinforced by the ministry’s paper. The paper noted that the companies drilled three wells in the
Lower Mainland, two in Langley. It said: “Although the drilling target was natural gas, it was
evident from the drilling results in the Langley area that there was insufficient caprock material to
provide an effective storage seal, with the result that this area can not be considered prospective
either for natural gas, or by extension, for underground gas storage.”
Pat Lawrence, a member of the Friends, called the ruling “the most appropriate and intelligent
decision considering all the information we gathered from around the world.”
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